OPNAV NOTE 5400

From: Chief of Naval Operations

Subj: RENAME COASTAL RIVERINE GROUP TWO AND DETACHMENTS TO MARITIME EXPEDITIONARY SECURITY GROUP TWO AND DETACHMENTS, AND RENAME COASTAL RIVERINE SQUADRONS TWO, FOUR, EIGHT AND TEN AND SUBORDINATE BOAT COMPANIES TO MARITIME EXPEDITIONARY SECURITY SQUADRONS AND COMPANIES

Ref: (a) OPNAVINST 5400.44A
     (b) OPNAVINST 5400.45

1. Purpose. To approve Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command request to rename Coastal Riverine Group (CORIVGRU) Two and its detachments (DET) to Maritime Expeditionary Security Group Two (MESG TWO); MESG TWO DET Bahrain; and MESG TWO Combat Service Support (CSS) DET. Additionally, rename Coastal Riverine Squadrons (CORIVRON) and subordinate boat companies to Maritime Expeditionary Security Squadrons and companies (MSRON), per reference (a).

2. Applicability. This notice applies to Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command; Commander, Navy Expeditionary Combat Command; Commander, CORIVGRU TWO; Officer in Charge, CORIVGRU TWO DET Bahrain; Officer in Charge, CORIVGRU TWO CSS DET; Commander, CORIVRON TWO; Commander, CORIVRON FOUR; Commander, CORIVRON EIGHT; and Commander, CORIVRON TEN.

3. Background. This action is to rename CORIVGRU TWO to MESG TWO and CORIVRONs to MSRONs. Riverine warfare is no longer an assigned mission area for the United States Navy, and the legacy name no longer captures the roles and missions of the force. The new name, Maritime Expeditionary Security Force (MESF), captures the force's growing blue-water fleet integration and contributions to the high-end fight in an era of great power competition.

4. Organizational Changes. Effective immediately, the changes in this paragraph apply. This is a change in unit names only and no relocations, realignments, unit identification code (UIC) changes or Standard Naval Distribution List (SNDL) code changes are involved.
a. From

- CORIVGRU TWO
- CORIVGRU TWO DET BAHRAIN
- CORIVGRU TWO CSS DET
- CORIVRON TWO
- CORIVRON TWO MARK (MK) VI COMPANY (COMP) ALPHA
- CORIVRON TWO MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 1
- CORIVRON TWO MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 2
- CORIVRON TWO MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 3
- CORIVRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO
- CORIVRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO BOAT CREW 1
- CORIVRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO BOAT CREW 2
- CORIVRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO BOAT CREW 3
- CORIVRON FOUR
- CORIVRON FOUR MK VI COMP ALPHA
- CORIVRON FOUR MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 1
- CORIVRON FOUR MK VI COMP ALPHA

To

- MESG TWO
- MESG TWO DET BAHRAIN
- MESG TWO CSS DET
- MSRON TWO
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP ALPHA
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 1
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 2
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 3
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO BOAT CREW 1
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO BOAT CREW 2
- MSRON TWO MK VI COMP BRAVO BOAT CREW 3
- MSRON FOUR
- MSRON FOUR MK VI COMP ALPHA
- MSRON FOUR MK VI COMP ALPHA BOAT CREW 1
- MSRON FOUR MK VI COMP ALPHA
b. **Revised Mission.** Provide centralized planning, control, coordination, and integration of MESF assets for force protection of strategic shipping and units operating in the inshore or coastal area, anchorages, and harbors; for waterborne mobility, security, command and control; and for combat operations in support of military operations.

5. **Action**

   a. Master Update Authority will update the plain language address (PLA) in the Central Directory Component via messaging systems effective immediately upon Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command request to Naval Network Warfare Command N612 (NAVNETWARCOM N612), 112 Lake View Pkwy, Suffolk, VA 23435-2696, via e-mail at C2OIX_Reg@navy.mil or by calling (757) 203-0338/0339. New Messaging PLAs will be activated via messaging systems per OPNAV 5400 notice by request only. Additional information on naval messaging can be obtained at https://sailor.nmci.navy.mil or by contacting NAVNETWARCOM points of contact at numbers in this subparagraph.

   b. Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command will take appropriate action, consistent with reference (a), to implement the action approved in this notice.

   c. Director, Navy Staff, Organization and Management Branch (DNS-12) will revise reference (b) per organization actions directed in this notice.
d. This is advance change 44-20 to reference (b).

6. Records Management

   a. Records created as a result of this notice, regardless of format or media, must be maintained and dispositioned per the records disposition schedules located on the Department of the Navy Directorate for Administration, Logistics, and Operations, Directives and Records Management Division portal page at https://portal.secnav.navy.mil/orgs/DUSNM/DONAA/DRM/Records-and-Information-Management/Approved%20Record%20Schedules/Forms/AllItems.aspx

   b. For questions concerning the management of records related to this notice, or the records disposition schedules, please contact the local records manager or the Navy Directorate for Administration, Logistics, and Operations, Directives and Records Management Division program office.

7. Cancellation Contingency. This notice will remain in effect for 1 year or until superseded, whichever occurs first. The organization action will remain effective until changed by Director, Navy Staff.

   SUZANNE J. GONZALES
   Director of Administration
   By Direction

Releasability and distribution:
This notice is cleared for public release and is available electronically only via Department of the Navy Issuances Web site, https://www.secnav.navy.mil/doni/default.aspx